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Woodward editorship[ edit ] The series originated in the s with a plan laid out by historians C. Vann
Woodward and Richard Hofstadter for a multi-volume history of the United States, one that would provide a
summary of the political, social, and cultural history of the nation for a general audience. New fields of
historical study emerged in the s, and personal issues intervened for some of the authors. Though some of
these historians completed books as a result of their respective assignments, none of them was published as
part of the series. Included on the rear dust jacket flap to the original hardcover edition was a projected outline
for the series at that point: Colonial America by T. Early National America, â€” by Gordon S. The Civil War
by James M. Reconstruction and Industrial America by George M. Early 20th Century America, â€” by
William H. The New Deal, â€” by David M. Postwar America, â€” by William E. American Diplomacy by
Norman A. The Civil War Era. Volume 10, Grand Expectations: The United States, â€” by James T. The
American People in Depression and War, â€” , was published in Kennedy editorship[ edit ] External video
Panel discussion with David M. Volume 11, Restless Giant: The United States from Watergate to Bush v.
Gore by James T. Herring, published in October , and Empire of Liberty: Wood, published in September
Volume 9 was also published in as two smaller volumes: The American People in the Great Depression: Years
of Peril and Ambition: A volume written by H. Brands covering Gilded Age America â€” Leviathan: America
Comes of Age, â€” â€” was also to be published as part of the series, but was withdrawn in [5] and published
outside the Oxford History series in October as American Colossus: The Triumph of Capitalism, Volume 2
was being written by Fred Anderson and Andrew Cayton under the title Imperial America, [9] , however, the
volume is currently on hold after the death of Andrew Cayton in This history in two volumes became the
leading undergraduate American history textbook; it appeared in seven editions between and ; ; ; , ; ; 7th
edition, with William E. In , Leuchtenburg prepared a revised and condensed version, A Concise History of
the American Republic, which saw a second edition in
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Creatures[ edit ] Zombies: Zombies are the primary servants of the Zombie Priest. Very few seem to be
capable of speaking or performing other complex tasks. Raised by necromancy , they are capable of following
orders, though only from the Zombie Priest himself. Referred to by Franky and the Goon as "slackjaws. Hobos
are the cannibal overlords of the dark forested region known as the "Hobo Jungul. An army of deadly robots
designed by Dr. Hieronymous Alloy, all inexplicably sharing the name "Bruno". These drones have a
distinctly retro sci-fi aesthetic, and are equipped with weaponry ranging from lasers to boxing gloves. A race
of ogre -like creatures that inhabit the swamps outside of town. The ghosts of a perverse inbred family who
haunted an old mansion on the outskirts of the city. The Skunk Ape is a large, sasquatch -like monster with a
hideous odor. The Skunk Ape is driven to homicidal enthusiasm by the scent of pies especially blueberry.
Communist Airborne Mollusk Militia: A squadron of immense octopuses who achieve flight via personal
zeppelins. While apparently intelligent enough to speak French and operate aircraft, they made the mistake of
allying with the Zombie Priest. The Militia was last seen being blown sky high by the Goon and Hellboy.
Another cephalopod nuisance for the Goon, the Giant Squid have a tendency to crawl onto land and attack cars
along Crestwood Avenue. A coven of preening, pretentious bloodsuckers who continually find themselves
beaten senseless by the Goon. It is later revealed that they are a diluted form of vampires, fairly disgraceful in
their current state. Man-eating rodents the size of St. Bernards, these monsters prowl a lonely stretch known as
Rat Alley. Products of Mother Corpse, they are small, dwarf-like creatures with large, potato-shaped heads.
Unlike zombies, they are capable of merging into one another to create a larger, more deadly monster.
Miscellaneous characters[ edit ] Dwight T. Albatross is never afraid to speak his mind and often keeps the
Machiavellian madness of Eric Powell in check. Dwight had been arrested for destroying issues of The Goon
in retribution for his unjust termination at the hands of Powell. Photographs of Albatross appeared in The
Goon: Noir, a miniseries done by various creators while Powell worked on Chinatown and other projects. The
Greatest Hero of the Golden Age! Sporting a fiery hole in the center of his forehead, this classic-style
superhero is known for his foul language and his radioactive and incredibly angry brain. He wrote that Dark
Horse, while supporting both him and the issue completely, feared public backlash from its publication, but
would eventually put out the issue. She claimed that the comic was morally reprehensible and contacted local
area retailers telling them that even allowing the comic to be stocked on their shelves could lead to their
ever-lasting damnation. Some listened to her and threatened to stop carrying The Goon altogether because of
this single issue. Four pages of the book reprinted several fan letters in support of the struggle against
Snodgrass. There has never been any evidence of a real boycott, no retailers have ever spoken out on the issue,
and there is no evidence of Mrs. It will be called SSB2 to avoid the same issues with the title of the first story.
The 3-part series simply entitled "Buzzard" was later published in The Goon: Noir is a series of original short
stories by various artists and authors not including Eric Powell himself , which take place within the world of
The Goon. Not necessarily a spin-off, but maintaining a similar tone while being appropriate for all ages, is
another recently published comic by Powell called Chimichanga. Chimichanga is about a bearded girl, a
gorilla monster and a witch. Originally a self-published graphic novel, in September it was published in
hardcover format by Dark Horse Comics, with colours by Dave Stewart. Prepping the design and script while
searching for funding. We created "proof of concept" footage to show Hollywood the incredible potential of a
Goon movie. As of July , Blur Studios and Tim Miller teased an upcoming announcement regarding the film
and said it "would happen".
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Series Index (The Illustrated History Of The World, Volume 11) By J. M. Roberts The Internet has provided us with an
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Synopsis. The Illustrated History of the World is a lavishly illustrated edition of J. M. Roberts's bestselling History of the
World. Now completely revised and updated, each volume of this comprehensive reference work traces the tumultuous
story of humankind from prehistory to the end of the 20th century.
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